Live Project

Coming into my Live Project module I
was slightly worried in the light that I
didn’t have a set direc:on for my work
or style. Up to this point whilst on
Viscom I had been extremely broad
with my approach to previous projects,
using various diﬀerent mediums and
styles to portray my work. For example,
I started this year focusing my :me on
photography and throughout my Live
Project I have developing my
illustra:on and paFern based design
work. For the ﬁrst three weeks of the
project I focused strictly on developing
my style, to make sure I would have a
solid aesthe:c for any brief that I would
later want to apply work to. Through
various bits of research and
development of my own work I ﬁnally
came to the conclusion that my work
would be best suited toward gree:ngs
card designs and so for my ﬁrst brief I
chose the UK Gree:ngs compe::on,
part of the YCN awards.

For the ﬁrst week I found myself
experimen:ng with diﬀerent shapes and
illustra:ons with a focus on varying line
thicknesses. I started by exploring how
diﬀerent bacteria look under the microscope
and how I could make them look interes:ng
with my style of drawing. This was following
on from my previous COP project, where I was
exploring how diﬀerent drugs looked under a
microscope, and then developing those into
paFerns to make an informa:ve zine on the
repercussions of drug prohibi:on. This idea of
construc:ng an en:rely new visual
representa:on of an object’s elements that
would have not previously been related
visually to said object interested me, and I
wanted to start my development from there.
However, I quickly learned that my mo:va:on
behind this had gone quite stale, as despite
producing quan::es of work on this subject
nothing I was drawing seemed to
communicate any interes:ng ideas eﬀec:vely.
It was because of this fact and that I had to
show my work so far in my following tutorial
that week that I decided to aFempt a new
approach, s:ll drawing from my explora:on of
line drawings thicknesses, by crea:ng some
more literal designs, rather than coming up
with en:rely new visuals.

I realised that the style I was developing
worked par:cularly well with malleable
objects, more eﬀec:vely with repulsive or
unaFrac:ve subject maFer.

It was once I had stapled down on this style I decided to work toward
the YCN UK Gree:ngs compe::on, where you had to design 4
gree:ngs cards (with the envelopes and card interior in mind), a
notepad cover, a boxed notecard set, a giT bag, a repea:ng paFern for
wrapping paper, and a design sheet at the end, displaying the
collec:on. I picked up this brief approximately 1 week before the
deadline, and so had my work cut out for me. I started by solidifying
the gree:ngs card designs, so that I could draw from some of the
elements of those to put into other parts of the collec:on. I found it
diﬃcult to come up with subject maFer that related with each card
enough to make them seem like a collec:on, and so decided that using
some more diverse subject maFer, such as food and sea creatures,
drawn with the same malleability and format could work just as well.
However, despite this decision being a good one in terms of keeping
my pace with the project, by the end I did feel that the organs and sea
creature designs were not as strong as my other two, despite their
aesthe:c supposedly ﬁWng beFer with the worm design. I felt that the
food design was the odd one out, yet it seemed like one of the more
successful ones. I think this dilemma with not all of the cards ﬁWng
together en:rely whilst as a collec:on was partly due to :me, but it
has taught me that if I am ﬁnding trouble in ﬁWng subject maFer then I
need to make my style and medium ﬁt around it more, which would
make my work look more cohesive and visually sound.

Another prominent struggle I had throughout this brief was deﬁnitely
trying to get an eﬀec:ve use of colour. In my earlier designs I decided
to use soT and pas:lle like colours, as I feel they’re always a safe
decision when trying to create something more visually pleasing than
s:mula:ng. I looked mainly at soT pinks and reds, achieving some
really nice coral and peach like tones that ﬁt very well into my current
illustra:ons. For example, in my worm piece I used 3 tones of pink, one
being the darkest for the clitellum, a lighter shade for the rest of the
worms body and an even lighter, but murkier pink for the space in
between. The main reason I used these sorts of colours was to
enhance the black drawing lines, as darker colours a lot of the :me
tend to make the lines harder to see, and with most of my style being
present n my line work I didn’t want to hinder any visual eﬀec:veness.
However, I did realise that using this sort of colouring made it hard to
ﬁt with my other designs colours, as just choosing a diﬀerent pas:lle
pigment did not ensure the colours would work well together. It’s
because of this I decided that if my subject maFer was not matching
up within a collec:on based aesthe:c, then varying my colour paleFe
would not be too much of a problem and wouldn’t draw too much
away. Because I was struggling with the colour aspect of my designs,
my tutor recommended I look at a few ar:sts, one being Florence
Blanchard. Not only did her style of colour seem similar in terms of my
use of reds, but in her murals and prints her mix of colours I could
never get right seemed to work so well together.

I found that Blanchard used vibrant colours, but slightly dulled a lot of
the :me, crea:ng this soTer tone that I was drawn to. I decided to use
an almost orangey yellow for my yellow foods design to give it that
sense of soTness that’s pleasing to the eye, but also some vibrancy
which makes it contrast well against the black and the paler
background yellow.
When designing the wrapping paper repeat paFern I decided to take
my worm idea further. Again, whilst looking at Blanchard’s work, her
style reminded a great deal likes that of camouﬂage, which almost
brought mind ideas of fashion, wallpaper and mural designs (all of
which I’m interested in and could ﬁt my current work’s aesthe:c well).
I ﬁrst of all had the idea to design a dry soil cracked surface, to link to
the worm idea, but without being so similar that the design would
seem too closely related to the card.

However, I quickly realised that the
visuals were too bland, and even
adding a range of colours for each
crack seemed to make the colours
look too busy on such a contras:ng,
simple line paFern. Because of this I
decided to add more details to the
cracks, maybe even some worms to
ﬂesh it out more.

But s:ll, aTer having another tutorial and reviewing over the
designs again it seemed it was s:ll missing something to make
it ﬁrstly ﬁt with the collec:on, and secondly have something
interes:ng happening in the paFern. I found myself looking at
the work of Marian Bantjes who has a great deal of paFern
work, but with disrup:ons or illustra:ons within them.

I like how her paFern based work successfully incorporates a
diﬀerent element and makes it work within the image as a
whole, and I wanted to try the same idea when construc:ng
my paFern. I chose to add the actual worms and their middle
clitellum back into the picture, as I felt the stronger colour of
the original designs are what worked well.

I also had to make a set of notecards. For
this I drew from my sea creature based card
by using the same sea wave paFern and an
illustra:on of a ﬁsh head on top. I wanted
to create a new image with the same
aesthe:c I’d been using to keep it cohesive
as a collec:on. I do feel that this notecard
design was successful within it’s colour and
subject due to the fact that I kept it simple.
The idea of drawing minor elements from
other work in the collec:on worked well
with my style. This is exactly what I did with
the giT bag design, (also drawing from
Bantjes’s ideas) my puWng the previous
illustra:on I’d done with the worms in the
soil to create an almost overarching worm
based piece, with the paFern recoloured to
ﬁt with illustra:on.

I also did the same with the
notebook cover, by simply
pulling the background rice
paFern on the food design
and re working it into a fullscale cover. Furthermore, I do
think that despite being the
most straigh_orward design
in my collec:on it was one of
the most successful.

Despite my limited
:meframe on this project
I feel I submiFed a solid
entry to the UK Gree:ngs
compe::on, and bar
some inconsistencies in
colour and ﬁWng designs
with the correct medium,
was successful in the light
of developing my
prac:ces.

The next brief I picked up for Live project was another gree:ngs card
compe::on from ‘Ohh Deer’, called ‘Go Card Or Go Home’. For this
you had to submit a maximum of 4 card designs, which could be based
on any occasion (with ones ‘love’ or ‘mum’ related more likely to catch
the eye of judges). Again, this comple:on was due in 5 days aTer the
UK Gree:ngs deadline so I had no :me stop aTer handing in. Because
my tutor and I found the rice paFern I had previously submiFed as
one of the more successful designs in the collec:on, we decided that I
should further my design by working from that style.

I was trying to create
paFern-based illustra:ons,
without making anything
repea:ng or with any strict
consistencies. My ﬁrst
thoughts were to create
some more small food or
organic material based
illustra:ons, following on
from the rice design. I liked
the idea of this, and so
made several diﬀerent
designs using seeds, beans
and the conﬁned space
format I had been also using
in the previous project.

However, the only problem was that I
was drawing with no card text in mind,
and seeing as how this brief was much
more ‘message’ orientated with their
wish for card submissions I needed to
think of hat would ﬁt with my layout.
I thought it would be diﬃcult to think of
gree:ngs texts for cards, as one almost
expects them to be poe:c, or as the main
component to the card in some cases.
However, aTer careful considera:on I
decided to use very short puns that you
wouldn’t be able to fault, yet with liFle
enough excep:on in their concept, it
would ﬁt nicely with my visuals.

My live project brieﬁngs have deﬁnitely
been some of the most prac:ce developing
and helpful projects I have worked on this
year, achieving myself a solid work style
and teaching me a lot more about the use
of colour, paFern and composi:on (to
name a few). I started the project by
working from my previous project
strengths, s:ll with a limited idea on what I
wanted to put my :me into and what
medium I wanted to pursue. However I
have achieved some strong por_olio work
from this and feel it was :me worth spent.
I s:ll deﬁnitely feel one of my main
weaknesses is :me management, as
star:ng this project I told myself I was
going to work every day and I did for a
large amount of :me. However, as my
tutor warned, if you are doing the same
thing for a prolonged about of :me it can
become slightly mundane and you ﬁnd
yourself seeking something diﬀerent to do.
I think by just focusing my :me on a sole
style and medium of use for it, I became
caught in a sense of repe::on. However
this just shows me I need to widen my
scopes as to what I put my work into next
:me.

